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You’ll always have a green thumb with plant cARe!
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Introduction



Problem 
People come up with ad-hoc ways to take care of 
their plants and it adversely affects the plant’s health. 
Based on our research, plant owners are open to 
using technology to improve their plant caretaking. 

Our Solution
● Create an application to help plant owners 

understand their plant’s needs
● Create a platform to help plant owners feel 

more connected to their plants

Problem & Our Solution
Introduction



The plant cARe app is an augmented reality application aimed at improving your relationship with your plants. It provides 
rich insights about the health of your plants by syncing to a bluetooth-enabled sensor embedded in the soil of your plants 
and a sister smartphone application. Once the sensors are embedded and the plant is registered with the plant cARe app, 
the user will be able to gather data about the plant including:

● Basic Name and Plant Information
● Immediate plant needs (sunlight, water, soil, etc.)
● Overall Health since inception
● Plant growth over time
● Acidity in the soil/ pH level and recommendations
● Accurate water amounts based off of public plant data 
● Various data visualizations

Ongoing plant health can be monitored by taking a photo or video of the plant. This data can be synced with public plant 
data to analyze if the plant is growing at the optimal rate. You can then use these data points to inform your plant care 
routine across time.

Plant cARe Overview
Introduction



AR Glasses by LaForge Icis/Shima 
Looks and feels like normal glasses
with prescription/non-prescription lenses
Lightweight • Unobtrusive • Everyday wear
Fashionable • Stylish • Affordable

Syncs with:
Smartphone app
For flexibility and monitoring on the go
Plant sensors
Embedded in the plants to constantly monitor 
plant needs (water, soil, etc.)

Devices

WHY AR?
Connect and interact with your plant
With data when you need, where you need it
In real time • In the moment • In situ
To make informed decisions right away
Unrestricted by the edges of a screen

Introduction

http://www.laforgeoptical.com/
http://www.laforgeoptical.com/


Select an object

Swipes can be performed in both horizontal and vertical directions parallel to the screen.

Go to the right Go to the left

The device itself is capable of detecting 
hand motions for various gestures:

● Bloom/Close Fist
● Clap & Pull
● Windshield Wiper
● Grab & Move/Release
● Discard
● Finger frame

We will focus on the following:
● Gaze
● Tap
● Swipe (left, right, up, down)

Swipe up and down

Gestures
Introduction
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“Kind of like cooking but more ambiguous, there are not really rules, I’m just guesstimating.”

Members of our team interviewed five people who own plants in different capacities: 
1) households, 2) community gardens, 3) landscape design, and 5) commercial farms.

Our findings from these interviews include:
● People typically do not have a defined method for taking care of indoor plants.
● People have institutional knowledge of how to care for their plants, just from having them for a long amount of 

time and experience
● If people received a plant as a gift, they were given oversimplified instructions of how to take care of the plant.
● Landscape designers learn how to read health based on visible signs of plant color and shape or soil loam.
● In an interview with a person who works in a commercial farm industry, many farms in America’s water 

consumption is relatively higher compared to other countries due to the local climate. However, there are 
several farmers who has adopted new technology, such as, the use of drones that distribute water. These 
drones receive data from metal probe on the ground. These metal probe can measure necessary data, such as, 
condition of soil, temperature, how much water the plants need. While this technology saves a lot of water and 
increase efficiency of workers, it’s not affordable to many other farmers.

Interviews
Requirements Gathering & Research



jebiga

greeniq

edyn

Competitor Research

We researched competitors in our target 
market to get a more accurate picture of 
market needs and current market trends. 

The competitive research analysis also 
informed our design by assisting in 
determining technology limitations and 
possibilities:

Jebiga
Digital pet plant pot that displays mood

Edyn
Smartphone app, plant sensor, water valve

Greeniq
Hub, smartphone app, cloud

Requirements Gathering & Research

http://www.jebiga.com/the-pet-plant-digital-pot-junyi-heo/
http://www.jebiga.com/the-pet-plant-digital-pot-junyi-heo/
http://www.jebiga.com/the-pet-plant-digital-pot-junyi-heo/
http://greeniq.co/product_tech.htm
http://greeniq.co/product_tech.htm
https://edyn.com/
https://edyn.com/


Daqri Helmet
Industrial/Workplace applications

Microsoft Hololens
Personal use applications

AR/MR/VR Field Research

HTC Vive
Video gaming applications

Requirements Gathering & Research



We used Survey Monkey to ask a our social media audience of plant enthusiasts how they care for plants. 
Out of 25 responses, we found:

At what scale do you care for plants?
● 55% have household plants
● 21% have personal gardens
● 25% do not have any plants

How often do you water your plants?
● 55% water irregularly or never
● 48% water on a consistent schedule

If your plant could talk, how would it describe its quality of care?
● 44% have poor quality of care
● 48% have good quality of care

52% say they do not know how much water their plants need
52% say they do not know what conditions their plant should be in to be healthy
85% say they would enjoy taking care of their plants more if they knew how to care for them better
56% say they would have more plants if they knew how to care for them better
72% say they would use a form of technology to help take better care of their plants

Surveys
Requirements Gathering & Research

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/P2P68T5


Personal Plant Care
All team members purchased a plant to take care of during the 
course of this project to understand the plant care process

Video Gaming 
Played different titles across mobile, console, and 
PC to inform menu and dashboard design features

Other Research

Cooking Mama Harvest Moon

The Sims

Basil Air plant and succulent

Requirements Gathering & Research



Our research brought up various questions:
● What kind of data visualizations will be the most valuable to the plant owner?
● What kind of AR gestures and interactions should we use?
● How can we optimize the menu design for AR?
● What are our goals as designers?

○ Make a creative, out-of-the-box solution?
■ Do we want to gamify it?
■ Do we want to encourage repeat usage adherence?
■ Do we want to show user encouragement along the way as they progress towards their 

goals?

Based off of our research activity, we decided to:
● Focus on people who typically do not have a defined method for taking care of indoor plants
● Use AR glasses to create an immersive experience for the plant owner
● Utilize an embedded plant sensor to obtain granular data that pairs to the AR glasses
● Focus on household plants

Research Wrap Up
Requirements Gathering & Research
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Personas

Understanding User Goals

To understand target user needs and their 
frustrations and goals. 



Personas
Based off of our research, we created three personas for the plant cARe application.

Persona 1
Tech Savvy 
Plant Killer

Persona 2
Experienced 
Gardener

Persona 3
Health Conscious 
Environmentalist

Goals

• Try out new and emerging technology
• Learn more about how to take care of plants
• Use metrics to make informed decisions
• Save money by growing own food
• Wants an immersive experience that makes 
plant care fun

Frustrations

• Has killed every plant he has owned
• Forgets to do daily chores
• Does not have access to plant nurseries
• Bored with mobile task apps that simply send 
him reminders
• Upset at corporate greed

Goals

• Save time and resources
• Win gardening competitions
• Wants to be featured in Better Homes & 
Gardens
• Bring the beauty of nature back into everyone’s 
lives

Frustrations

• Finds technology complex and hard to use
• Is very set in traditional methods of gardening
• Daughter tried to show her an app to help her 
with  gardening but it was too confusing
• Wishes there was a way to maximize water and 
soil use

Goals

• Conserve water when caring for plants
• Grow plants that are native, drought-resistant, and 
   improve air quality
• Use more renewable energy
• Support local and organic farming
• Leverage technology to make an impact

Frustrations

• No affordable technology in the market that focus on
  gardening with environmental consciousness
• Too much information to absorb about plant care
• Is against GMO products and advocates for better 
food labeling

Understanding User Goals



Scenarios

Understanding User Goals

To understand the details of interactions and goals 
for the target users from a high level perspective.



1. Elizabeth just got back from vacation and doesn’t know which plants need to be watered. She puts on her AR glasses, 

opens up the plant cARe app, and can immediately see all the alerts from the plants in her house. She sees that her table 

succulent needs immediate attention. She walks towards the table succulent, taps on the plant, and brings up the table 

succulent summary. She immediately sees that the table succulent needs exactly one cup of water or it risks stunting its 

future growth. She exits out of the table succulent summary by tapping on the X icon and gets water from her sink to water 

the plant.

2. Jon has been using the plant cARe app to monitor the new cactus he bought. He really doesn’t want to kill this one, so he 

uses the plant cARe app religiously to check on the plant’s statistics. He opens up the plant cARe app on his glasses, 

approaches the cactus, and taps on it to see the cactus overview. Next he taps the Statistics button, to view the statistics 

on the cactus. Don wants to see how the cactus has grown since he purchased the plant, so he taps on the Growth Over 

Time Chart. After viewing the chart, he taps the X icon to exit the chart and turns off the plant cARe app.

Scenarios
We created two scenarios to inform the high level design for the plant cARe app:

Understanding User Goals



Storyboard

Understanding User Goals

To visualize the scenario and task the 
user will complete.



Elizabeth just got back from 

vacation and doesn’t know which 

plants need to be watered.

She puts on her AR glasses 

and opens up the plant cARe 

app.

Elizabeth can immediately see 

all the alerts from the plants in 

her house through the plant 

cARe app.. 

She sees that her table 

succulent needs immediate 

attention so she walks towards 

the table succulent and taps 

on the plant.

This brings up the table succulent 

summary.

She immediately sees that the 

table succulent needs exactly one 

cup of water or it risks stunting its 

future growth.

She waters the plant and 

sees the plant’s health 

visually improve.

Storyboard
Understanding User Goals
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Process



Sketches

Iterative Design Process

To visualize the features we defined, and 
imagine what the plant cARe experience could 
be for The Experienced Gardener persona.



1. Elizabeth puts on her AR glasses and opens up the plant 
cARe app on the glasses 

2. As Elizabeth scans the room, she sees all the 
alerts from her plants through the glasses.

3. Elizabeth approaches the Table Succulent and 
taps on it.

4. Elizabeth views the Table Succulent summary. 5. Next she taps Projection & History.

Sketches
Iterative Design Process



6. Elizabeth swipes left and 
right to see the projected 
growth of her succulent, as 
well as the previous history 
of the plant.

7. Next, Elizabeth 
taps Statistics.

8. Elizabeth taps the Growth 
over Time chart. 

Swipe left and 
right to view 
the statistics 
for different 
days

9. Elizabeth views the 
Growth Over Time chart 

Sketches
Iterative Design Process



Information 
Architecture & 

Wireframes

Iterative Design Process

To understand the architecture, user flow, and add 
new plant flow of the plant cARe app.



Home

History Overview Statistics

Statistics
Singular View

Information Architecture

Settings

View 
DatabaseAdd Plant Settings

Accessible from any view by voice command or pointing gesture

Iterative Design Process



Home
Accessible from any view by voice 
command

History
Accessible from the bottom navigation 
by pointing

Settings
Accessible from any view by voice 
command or pointing

Plant Overview
Default view once locked onto a plant. 
Accessible from the bottom navigation 
by pointing

Statistics
Accessible from the bottom navigation 
by pointing

Statistics Single Graph View
Accessible from the Statistics view by 
swiping hand across 

A

B

C

Wireframes
Iterative Design Process



Add Plant Flow

Add a plant Take a photo of your plant

Pair the sensor Sensor paired successfully

Plant added successfully

Settings

Wireframes
Iterative Design Process



Brand Identity & 
Style Guide

Iterative Design Process

To direct our visual design decisions for the 
final plant cARe mockups



This is our primary color palette for interface design. The 
color green represents the life, nature, and purple offers a 
sense of serenity and spirituality that encourages creativity. 
The combination of green and purple is based on 
complementary colors which are directly opposite each other. 
These opposing colors increase the contrast for increased 
visibility and maximize the harmony of the design.

Primary Interface Colors Secondary Brand Colors

This supporting color palette were chosen to complement the primary colors, 
and providing additional range of rich visual experience for icons, data graphs, 
background, and any graphic elements.  

Complementary colors of orange will be used to highlight and draw attention to 
items that require immediate action. It is opposite of our primary colors and will 
serve to be a disharmonious, jaring state to get a user out of their serene states 
until it is addressed.

Complementary colors

Style Guide
Iterative Design Process



Typeface

Avenir: A clean, modern font style that is high visible and readable. Avenir was selected to appeal to tech savvy users who are open to adopting new 
technologies, like AR devices.

Style Guide
Iterative Design Process



Logo

The logo follows our style guide color palette and font choice of Avenir.  Since 
AR is a major component of our product we wanted it to stand out. A sapling 
grows from the “R” to represent the health, wellness, and growth of plant life. 

We chose a minimalistic design to represent the streamlined and simplistic 
style of the app.

Iterative Design Process



Mockups & Data 
Visualizations

Iterative Design Process

To show, at a high fidelity, what the plant cARe 
experience could be like for The Experienced 

Gardener.



Home Plant Overview Growth Projection

Daily Sunlight Exposure Watering Trends Soil pH

Mockup Overview Main Flow+Data Visualizations

Iterative Design Process



Home
Accessible from the navigation by pointing or voice command

Rationale: 
● Simple iconography to give 

users an unambiguous 
signal regarding the status of 
their plants

● Glanceable, high contrast 
icons since they overlay 
reality

Mockup Details - Main Flow
Iterative Design Process



Plant Overview
Default view once locked onto a plant. Accessible from the bottom navigation by pointing

Growth Projection
Accessible from the bottom navigation by pointing

Rationale: 
● Plant Health score allows user to understand their plant’s healthy/unhealthy status
● Actionable descriptions of the current status of their plants
● Text will be short and sweet and non-scientific for the average user
● Large fonts to improve readability on AR interface
● Filters will immerse the user in the current state of their plant - filters include, AR 

snowflakes for chilly temperature, sweat drops on the plant, 

Rationale: 
● By seeing how their plant will be projected into the future, users will have more of an 

emotional, goal-oriented attachment to the health of their plant. This will encourage 
repeat and continued use of the AR device and application through reward.

● Going back into the past will allow the user to see the progress that their caretaking 
has made on their plant. 

● This is a great use of the 3D overlay available in AR

Mockup Details - Main Flow
Iterative Design Process



Plant Graphs
Accessible from the bottom navigation by pointing

Plant Single Graph View
Accessible from the Statistics view by swiping hand across 

Rationale: 
● Users will be able to see a graph close up so they can analyze the data in more 

detail. The data will help the user see trends and correlations between their 
actions and the health of the plant. 

● The alert on the upper-left side of the panel will give the user the current state of 
the related graph

Rationale: 
● The graphs will hover in space surrounding the plant. 
● The user can pull the graphs closer and farther with a carousel motion. The 

graphs rotate around the plant in 3D space to utilize the AR functionality.
● User can see the 4 available graphs at a glance.

Mockup Details - Main Flow
Iterative Design Process



Daily Sunlight Exposure
Graph to compare your plant’s UV exposure to the plant’s desired UV exposure. 

Watering Trends
Graph to show how much you are watering and how much you should be watering.

Rationale: 
● Allows you to see how your watering stacks up against what is best for your plant 

so you can make changes to how you water. From our research, a majority of 
people are not sure how much and how often to water their plants. 

● Bar graphs are effective for showing change over time and for comparing different 
water level quantities. Line graphs effective at showing the watering quantities that 
vary over time, which is often the case for watering plants. 

Rationale: 
● Allows you to see how much sunlight your plant is exposed to throughout the day. 

Over or under exposure to light can be damaging to your plant and since we do 
not observe our plants throughout the day it is difficult to know how much light our 
plants are getting.

● Line graphs are effective for showing many data points over time.

Mockup Details - Data Visualizations
Iterative Design Process



Soil pH - Timeline View
Graph to show how the soil pH is changing over time. 

Rationale: 
● Allows you to see how your soil pH is changing over time and what is best for your 

plant so you can make adjustments. 
● Scatterplots are effective for showing possible relationships between the different 

pH values. 

Mockup Details - Data Visualizations
Iterative Design Process



Menu Settings Pair the Sensor Sensor Paired Successfully

Add a Plant Take a Photo of Your Plant Plant Added Successfully

Mockup Overview - Add Plant Flow
Iterative Design Process



Menu Settings
Accessible from any view by voice command or pointing

Rationale: 
● Due to AR interface, icons 

and selectable fields are 
large for ease of use

● Do not want to overwhelm 
the user with excessive 
options

Iterative Design Process
Mockup Details - Add Plant Flow



Pair the Sensor Sensor Paired Successfully

Rationale: 
● Clear directions on the pairing process 
● Contains an illustration of the sensor for visual mapping
● User can use voice or point to begin pairing process

Rationale: 
● Success message to alert the user their pairing is complete

Iterative Design Process
Mockup Details - Add Plant Flow



Add a Plant

Rationale: 
Make it easy for users to quickly 
add a new plant by giving them the 
flexibility to choose between voice 
or photo recognition. In AR, these 
methods are preferred over text 
input due to lack of a physical 
keyboard and graphical-text 
capabilities.

Iterative Design Process
Mockup Details - Add Plant Flow



Plant Added Successfully

Rationale: 
● Success message alerts the user that they have successfully added their plant to 

the plant cARe app

Take a Photo of Your Plant

Rationale: 
● Photo can be taken with photo taking gesture, pointing to take photo, or voice 

command
● Once photo is taken, it will search the cloud database for that plant to provide 

specific plant caretaking information

Iterative Design Process
Mockup Details - Add Plant Flow



1 Change the title to “Growth 
projection” from the history. “Growth 
projection” is more clear to 
communicate what we represent.

The title “Statistics” needs to be 
changed to “Plant Graphs”. 

Dark grey layer blocks the view of 
real world background. Please 
lower the opacity of graphs.

Change the text to “plant sensor” 
instead of “plant device”. It’s very 
important to communicate clearly 
with the user.

2

3

4

5

6

It would be great to add different 
colors on the icons. For example, 
water drop icon should be blue, 
lighting should be yellow which 
helps the user to understand the 
contents easier and faster.

The header bar should be consistent 
across the page. Please leave “Mini 
Cactus” on the top from page 2 - 4. 
Navigation should be logical to the 
users and that can be accomplished 
when you have a consistent 
placement of your elements.

Team Commentary

1

2

3

4

5

6

Iterative Design Process

Design Critique



This video manual serves as a quick 
overview of the plant cARe app. It walks 
through the main features of the app as 

well as the Add a Plant flow.

Features 
Manual

Watch on YouTube

Double click to watch the video.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zgUe_vFennU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zgUe_vFennU&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zgUe_vFennU&feature=youtu.be


This commercial serves as a quick 
overview of the plant cARe app and its 

implementation in the real world.

Commercial

Watch on YouTube

Double click to watch the video.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=js72Jx16jhE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=js72Jx16jhE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=js72Jx16jhE


Wrap Up



Plant cARe Feature Highlight

Growth projection is our favorite feature because it 
directly shows the impact of your actions as a plant 
owner:

● Time Travel - You can predict the effects of 
your neglect or hard work before it is too late. 

● Go back in time - By seeing how your plant 
looked in the past, you can see how your 
caretaking has affected the current state of 
your plant, for better or worse.

Wrap Up



The Plant cARe app will help ease plant care responsibility by 
taking out the guesswork involved with plant care and allow 
users to feel empowered when making care decisions for their 
plants across time. Our interface will allow people to develop a 
personal connection with their plants and improve their overall 
care in a way that is easy, quick, informative, and fun.

Plant cARe Final Thoughts

You’ll always have a green 
thumb with plant cARe!

Wrap Up
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Previous Work

Iterative Design Process
● Requirements gathering materials as specified 
● Personas (3), scenarios (2), storyboards (1) 
● Initial sketches with related elements 
● Final sketches 
● Initial wireframes 
● Final wireframes 
● Initial mockups 

Meeting Minutes 
● Meeting and feedback notes
● Action Items
● Biweekly Sprint Reports #1-5
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1PCF8xboR7OrDxkMfLWo267oa5c5BfIRu_CXEQmHuNwU/edit#slide=id.g1c3faa8473_0_3
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1PCF8xboR7OrDxkMfLWo267oa5c5BfIRu_CXEQmHuNwU/edit#slide=id.g1c3faa8473_0_3
https://docs.google.com/presentation/u/1/d/19tHUTPlfeEIDBq9hRW-f2VwVfb4M0TbWk1DkDy7EHXM/edit?usp=drive_web
https://docs.google.com/presentation/u/1/d/19tHUTPlfeEIDBq9hRW-f2VwVfb4M0TbWk1DkDy7EHXM/edit?usp=drive_web
https://docs.google.com/presentation/u/1/d/19tHUTPlfeEIDBq9hRW-f2VwVfb4M0TbWk1DkDy7EHXM/edit?usp=drive_web
https://docs.google.com/a/uci.edu/presentation/d/1dXSWdOYZsZpjJHV6kkqkJfDIptWsLYskxT7wjj_MwCw/edit?usp=drive_web
https://docs.google.com/a/uci.edu/presentation/d/1dXSWdOYZsZpjJHV6kkqkJfDIptWsLYskxT7wjj_MwCw/edit?usp=drive_web
https://docs.google.com/a/uci.edu/presentation/d/1dXSWdOYZsZpjJHV6kkqkJfDIptWsLYskxT7wjj_MwCw/edit?usp=drive_web
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1pOVcarn7tAjeUIQjmqwQydlrwyYBVGbGSzAsdavneOE/edit#slide=id.g1c428a2b71_0_849
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1pOVcarn7tAjeUIQjmqwQydlrwyYBVGbGSzAsdavneOE/edit#slide=id.g1c428a2b71_0_849
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1pOVcarn7tAjeUIQjmqwQydlrwyYBVGbGSzAsdavneOE/edit#slide=id.g1c428a2b71_0_849
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1TpYTZwPWezXKgibI7yPPZGOcUG_xqKXYnfzUJQhzor8/edit#slide=id.g1c428a2b71_0_849
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1TpYTZwPWezXKgibI7yPPZGOcUG_xqKXYnfzUJQhzor8/edit#slide=id.g1c428a2b71_0_849
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1TpYTZwPWezXKgibI7yPPZGOcUG_xqKXYnfzUJQhzor8/edit#slide=id.g1c428a2b71_0_849
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1pCxonE-Q7zDh6IQNRpO3ayEb_YeO55O56SHY1FOefMA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1pCxonE-Q7zDh6IQNRpO3ayEb_YeO55O56SHY1FOefMA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1pCxonE-Q7zDh6IQNRpO3ayEb_YeO55O56SHY1FOefMA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1-Pfzxq18gmeyWl4TwsD5nXs5zdJjc4FhG7dCnAXPcJY/edit#slide=id.g1eca5c258b_0_38
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1-Pfzxq18gmeyWl4TwsD5nXs5zdJjc4FhG7dCnAXPcJY/edit#slide=id.g1eca5c258b_0_38
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1-Pfzxq18gmeyWl4TwsD5nXs5zdJjc4FhG7dCnAXPcJY/edit#slide=id.g1eca5c258b_0_38
http://drive.google.com/open?id=1-4p-z7Ht1wBXEEW41MgbWqXSub8Uy9Iv_982X07rPUE
http://drive.google.com/open?id=1-4p-z7Ht1wBXEEW41MgbWqXSub8Uy9Iv_982X07rPUE
http://drive.google.com/open?id=1-4p-z7Ht1wBXEEW41MgbWqXSub8Uy9Iv_982X07rPUE

